Observations of a unique cusp feature at low and mid altitudes are reported. This feature has a consistent structure at the equatorward edge of high-latitude particle precipitation and is predominantly present for high IMF By conditions. The observations are consistent with the Crooker antiparallel merging model, which predicts a narrow wedge-shaped cusp whose geometry depends greatly on the dawn/dusk component of the IMF. Various observations are presented at low altitudes (DE-2, Astrid-2, Munin, UARS, DMSP) and at mid altitudes (DE-1, Cluster) that suggest a highly coherent cusp feature that is consistent with the narrow, wedgeshaped cusp of Crooker and contains persistent wave signatures that are compatible with previously reported high-altitude measurements. A statistical survey of Astrid-2 and DMSP satellite data is also presented that shows this feature to be persistent and dependent on the IMF angle at the magnetopause, as expected. Thus, the cusp signatures observed at a wide range of altitudes present a coherent picture that may be interpreted in terms of a footprint of the magnetopause current layer.
Introduction
Ever since Chapman and Ferraro [1931] first deduced the basic nature of the Earth's magnetosphere, its 2-D and 3-D topology has indicated the existence of a dayside magnetic cusp. In the past, however, understanding the geometry and dynamics of the cusps has been limited by the simple 2-D cut planes used to describe them. The term "cusp" itself demonstrates the historical bias towards 2-D representations, since only in a 2-D cut plane does this region fit the original definition of the word. This cusp, or weak magnetic field region, is invariably near magnetic local noon at the latitude where magnetic field lines switch from closing on the dayside to being mapped back into the tail. This geometry was thought to allow for more or less direct penetration of magnetosheath particle fluxes to low altitudes. Early observations [Heikkila and Winningham, 1971] showed a high-latitude band of low-energy particle precipitation with magnetosheath-like properties on the dayside at low altitudes. They interpreted this feature as the long sought for evidence of direct solar wind entry via a magnetic cusp. This general region of particle penetration was later separated into a "cusp proper" and a "Cleft/Boundary Layer," representing separate particle entry processes (i.e., direct and indirect) [Newell and Meng, 1988] . This terminology builds upon the "cusp" versus "cleft" distinction of Heikkila [1972] and Reiff [1979] , who argued that the "cusp" represented direct entry whereas the "cleft" was the low-altitude signature of the Low Latitude Boundary Layer. Newell and Meng [1988] defined the low-altitude cusp proper as the sub-region of plasma flux that more closely resembles magnetosheath plasma spectral characteristics, indicating "more direct" entry than that associated with low altitude access via the Low Latitude Boundary Layer (LLBL), the plasma region just equatorward of the cusp representing plasma near the magnetopause but inside the magnetosphere. This definition results in a cusp of much narrower extent in Magnetic Local Time (MLT) and Invariant Latitude (IL), and is limited to fairly direct plasma entry processes (i.e., little or no acceleration of the magnetosheath population). This smaller, more directly connected region is continuously present with a density that remains consistent with solar wind density variations [Aparicio et al., 1991] .
The cusp proper averages approximately 2 to 3 hours in longitude centered at noon, and about 1 0 to 5 0 in IL centered at about 78 0 IL (1 0 100 km at 100 km altitude) [Newell and Meng, 1988; Lundin 1988; Aparicio et al., 1991] . Its location and size vary with changes in the IMF direction and solar wind dynamic pressure, but it is always present [Newell and Meng, 1988] . The above size and location represent statistical averages and are quite large. At low altitude (< 1000 km polar circular), a feature of this size will be traversed on average in about 15 seconds to a minute. Trajectories not cutting through the center of the cusp would have even shorter traversal times, on the order of a few seconds. Orbits with more equatorward inclinations may spend more time in the cusp, depending on how much local time is covered while inside the appropriate latitude range. A theoretical maximum for a cusp traversal (3 hours of local time at about 77 0 Latitude) would be on the order of 8 minutes. It is important to note that while the quick traversals of the cusp at low altitude may have limited the detail seen in the past, they have the advantage of being more of a "snapshot", with the data less likely to be contaminated with temporal changes during the traversal. The faster sample times of recent instruments (described in the appendix) allows the detail to be seen without the need to rely on higher altitudes and slower traversals, with the concomitant intermixing of populations due to horizontal transport. That is, mid-altitude measurements, while showing many similar particle characteristics, may contain bounced and tailward convected populations that may have different histories than the downcoming particles.
Extending the concept of antiparallel merging to the low altitude cusp, Crooker [1988] proposed a mapping of the potential drop along the merging line at the magnetopause down to the ionosphere via the cusps. The antiparallel model predicts a stretched cusp radiating away from the classical cusp point (i.e., where the cusp would be without interconnection of the fields), with the potential drop across an increasingly shorter distance along the magnetopause mapping to points further from this classical location. In order to maintain a realistic distance across which this potential is applied, the cusp must be wedge-shaped, with its base at the classical cusp point and the full potential drop applied across it (Figure 1 ). The edges of the wedge would map to the innermost regions of the magnetopause along the neutral line, moving to the outer surface as one moves towards the center of the wedge.
Another result of this topology of interconnected field lines is that this distended cusp rotates about its base with variations in the y-z plane (in GSM coordinates) of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (Figure 2 ). For a purely southward IMF the wedge is wide with the point facing towards lower latitudes, and resembles the more generally conceived large ovoid cusp. As By increases, though, the tip begins to swing in the direction of the By component, until for a purely By case the point of the wedge faces duskwards perpendicular to its southward orientation. As Bz becomes more positive, this cusp wedge continues to rotate and become thinner (since the total potential drop across it becomes less), until it becomes a very narrow poleward directed wedge for a pure positive IMF Bz. This type of narrow, IMF-dependent cusp wedge is consistent with the observations in the next section. The simple three-dimensional image of the cusp as a "funnel" thus becomes a much more complex structure, depending on By and Bz in shape as well as location. A single satellite track can encounter very complex spatial structures in the cusp, although until recently it has been very difficult to distinguish them from temporal features. The ESA/NASA Cluster multi-satellite mission has begun to clarify such long-standing ambiguities.
Recent studies of the high-altitude, exterior cusp region have shown there to be a highly turbulent layer (labeled Turbulent Boundary Layer in Figure 3 ) containing large amplitude, low frequency waves. Savin et al. [1998] and Dubinin et al. [2002] have shown this region to be a permanent fea- (adapted from Crooker, 1988) ture. Using Interball and Prognoz data, the following features of the exterior cusp shown in Figure 3 have been defined. The stagnation region (previously defined by Paschmann et al. [1976] ) is broken down into the Turbulent Boundary Layer outside the magnetopause, and the Outer Cusp inside the magnetopause. The magnetopause boundary is defined as the separatrix between the geomagnetic field and the IMF. The boundary is shown dashed in the exterior cusp region since the dynamic properties of the cusp often prevent an unambiguous determination of the magnetopause location. The Inner Cusp extends below these regions to low altitudes. Since the magnetopause boundary passing through this stagnation region can frequently not Figure 2 . Schematic of the relationship between IMF angle and northern polar cap convection and cusp geometry. The Sun is towards the bottom and the view is from above the north pole. The "wedge cusp" (where the lighter flow lines cross the heavier polar cap boundary) can be seen to narrow and rotate with changes in the IMF direction from southward (bottom) to duskward (middle) and finally northward (top). (from Crooker, 1988) be identified, the distinction between the boundaries and characteristics of the sub-regions in Figure 3 may become blurred. This empirical exterior cusp model is based primarily on data from spacecraft heading outwards from the tail lobe of the magnetosphere, through the cusp, and out into the magnetosheath. Thus the extent and structure of this model in mid-altitude regions is not well defined. Multi-spacecraft mid-altitude cusp passages are now starting to facilitate refining the lower end of this exterior cusp model and its 3D, dynamic geometry. Savin et al., 1998) 
Observations
We present data from several satellites; all of which show similar cusp signatures. Due to the large number of individual measurements involved with the observations, details of the instrumentation used are not given here. A brief description of the instruments used can be found in the Appendix. In this section examples of data from the various satellites will be presented in order to establish the characteristics of this new signature, and to demonstrate its independence of any particular instrument, measurement or altitude. These examples are representative of the larger set of cusp passes surveyed.
DE DATA
The first example of this cusp feature comes from a pass of the DE-2 satellite on September 6, 1982 (Figure 4 ). LAPI particle spectrograms are from the electron sensor with a look angle of 19 0 from the magnetic field (top panel) and from the ion sensor with a look direction 64 0 from the magnetic field. The data were taken on a southern hemisphere equatorward pass, the cusp being located at an IL of -63 0 and an MLT pre-noon (10:13). A clear dispersion signature can be seen in the ion data (Figure 4 , second panel), moving from lower (poleward) energies to higher (equatorward) energies, although the spectrogram appears to be flat at about 1 keV from 8:37:00 to 8:37:30 (all times given in UT). The feature of interest, however, is the higher-energy piece at the right-hand end of the ion spectrogram. This "V" shaped signature can be clearly seen beginning at the equatorward edge from 8:37:30 to 8:37:40. This example is at unusually high energies, with peaks at around 20 keV down to 2 keV at the center. The feature is consistent with the narrow wedge cusp of the Crooker model, with the highest energies being found towards the outer edges. The electrons (Figure 4 , top panel) clearly show enhancement during this same time period, from 30 keV down to the lowest energies. Above 1 keV the fluxes vary spatially the same as the GM data in panel 3. Below 1 keV there is a different morphology, though, remaining steady throughout the feature. The third panel of Figure 4 is Geiger-Mueller data and the parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) lines both indicate clear enhancements over their already elevated levels at the two edges of the feature and are collocated with the ion V edges. At the equatorward edge the 90 0 pitch angle GM data jumps to much higher fluxes, indicating trapped particles on closed field lines.
The bottom panel of Figure 4 is the square root of AC electric wave power from the VEFI instrument displayed from 4 to 1000 Hz. This spectrogram shows strong waves at 400 Hz and lower during the V. This is consistent with the turbulence seen at the magnetopause and exterior cusp regions, indicating that these field lines may be connected with those regions while passing through the ion V cusp feature. The V covers about 0.4 0 in IL and about 18 minutes of MLT, which corresponds to a very narrow feature of approximately 76 km. For purposes of inter-comparison, we will also give an approximate size when projected down to 100 km. In this case, the projected width in this dimension is approximately 69 km. Examples of this type of feature are by no means unique, but can be hard to spot due to their small size, and the fact that they are very localized in IL and MLT, being found within about an hour of noon in MLT (depending on the IMF) at cusp latitudes. The ISEE 1 and 2 satellites measured the IMF during this time period to be primarily duskward, with significant southward and tailward (Bx) components. Duskward IMF is consistent with a pre-noon located cusp in the southern hemisphere. Strong By and weakly southward IMF is also consistent with a passage across a narrow wedge cusp as described above.
The DE-1 spacecraft traversed the mid-altitude cusp on October 1, 1981 ( Figure 5 ). In this case the particle data were recorded by HAPI. This is an example of a mid-altitude crossing of the cusp, about 18,850 km in altitude (3.96 Re geocentric distance). The top spectrogram is electrons, and the second is ions, both measured in the spin plane of the satellite. The line overplot on the top panel is electrons integrated between 2 and 25 keV, shown to highlight the morphology of the higher-energy electrons. The third and fourth panels are proportional to the electric and magnetic wave power, respectively. The data were taken in the pre-noon sector, on a poleward pass in the northern hemisphere. The feature is seen in the ions (second panel) beginning at 13:59 at about 2 keV. The ion flux decreases in energy and intensity to about 500 eV a minute and a half later, only to return to the original values at 13:03. This morphology is typical and very much like the lower-altitude passes described. The electron intensities peak as well during the time of the ion V, with the highest energy particles showing the transition from closed to open field lines. The electric and magnetic field wave power shown in the bottom two spectrograms show a typical increase, especially at the lowest frequencies, during the passage through the feature. The width of the satellite track through this cusp sub-region is about 1125 km, which translates to a 100 km footprint of about 148 km. This is very consistent with the size range seen at other altitudes. The IMF during this time was strongly positive in Bx, with equally weaker positive By and negative Bz.
DMSP DATA
Particle data from the SSJ/4 instrument of the DMSP-F10 satellite can be seen in Figure 6 . The data presented are from March 28, 1992, when the satellite was passing equatorward over the cusp at an IL of 73 0 and a MLT just post noon (12:20). The ion data (lower panel) again exhibits the energy-latitude dispersion as it passes from higher to lower latitudes, and also clearly shows a "V" structure beginning at 10:10:55 UT which lasted just under 25 seconds. The peak energy of the poleward edge of the structure is slightly less in this case, about 1 keV, however, the middle and equatorward edge are peaked at 500 eV and 2 keV. This is typical for many of the examples we have studied. The corresponding electron (upper panel) enhancements at the edges are also typical, being mostly in the 100 to 200 eV range. The satellite altitude at the time of the pass was 770 km, and the feature spanned 0.77 0 of Invariant Latitude, giving it a latitudinal width of about 96 km (84 km at 100 km) and an orbital track of just over 178 km (156 km at 100 km). Like the other cases this is very small, on the order of a proton gyroradius at the magnetopause. IMF data for this time period is not available.
A second DMSP-F10 passage can be seen in Figure 7 . The plot format is the same as in the previous example. These data were taken September 25, 1991, during another equatorward northern cusp pass. The IL is 70.5( at a prenoon MLT (11:20) at the time of the V signature in the ion data from 8:15:40 to 8:16:10. This pass is fairly typical, except that the low energy tail poleward of the feature of interest is slightly separated. This may represent a temporal change, or a particularly unusual crossing geometry. The crossing geometry is probably also the reason why the poleward edge of the V appears to be compressed and has a lower peak energy than the equatorward side, giving a lopsided or "J" shaped appearance to the feature. This is similar to the other DMSP example above. The total size of this feature is slightly larger, though, covering 1( of Invariant Latitude at an altitude of 815 km. This equates to a latitudinal width of 125 km (108 km at 100 km) with an orbital track distance of 213 km (185 km at 100 km), similar to the other cases. The IMF at this time was over 10 nT in By and almost -5 nT in Bz.
ASTRID-2 DATA
Data from the MEDUSA and EMMA instruments aboard Astrid-2 are shown in Figure 8 . The data were taken on January 13, 1999, during a pass over the southern auroral zone. The spacecraft was traveling equatorward at an altitude of 1,029 km. In the antiparallel (downward moving) ion spectrogram ( Figure 8 , bottom panel), a typical dispersion signature can be seen, with a long section that is nearly flat at about 300 eV from 20:12:49 to 20:13:13. The region of interest, however, is less than a third of this dispersion pattern, at the equatorward edge from 20:13:16.5 to 20:13:28. It stands out as a sudden increase of about 1.5 keV (from 500 eV to 2 keV) in the peak energy of the ions. The peak energy of the feature then dips to about 1 keV at 13:21.5 and becomes weaker in intensity. From this point until 13:28 the energy steadily increases back to 2 keV. This 10-second interval clearly has the V shaped ion structure, with higher energies on the edges and lower energies towards the center. Many of the older-style instruments discussed in this article have sweep resolutions of 1 to 8 seconds, which would hardly be enough to identify this feature. MEDUSA, however, has an ion sweep resolution of 0.125 seconds, so it can easily distinguish this crossing. The ions cut off abruptly on the equatorward edge of the cusp at 13:30. The same feature is present in the mirroring perpendicular pitch-angle ions, and the 2 keV "wings" appear in the parallel (upwards) ions, however, the lower energy central portion is not present. In these latter two spectrograms (Figure 8 , second and third from the bottom), low-energy enhancements ( 3 eV to 100 eV) can also be seen at the beginning (13:18) and end (13:25) of the feature moving up the field line. The middle three spectrograms contain the medium energy electron data. The antiparallel (downwards) electrons (sixth panel from the top) and to a lesser extent the other pitch-angle electrons, also show < 300 eV enhancements at 13:18 and 13:25.
EMMA electric and magnetic field data are shown in the fourth through seventh panels of Figure 8 (line plots). For the data presented here, the elec- Figure 8 . Astrid-2 data from January, 13, 1999. The data are taken during an equatorward pass through the southern cusp region. The top three panels contain frequency-time spectrograms of electric (top) and magnetic (second two) waves. The middle three panels contain electron fluxes and the bottom three panels ion fluxes. For both the electrons and ions, the top panel contains particles at "zero" pitch angle (flowing up the field line). The middle particle panels are trapped particles (90( pitch angle) and the bottom set contain downcoming particles (180( pitch angle). The fourth and fifth panels also contain line plots of the two perpendicular electric field components (with a scale on the right). Panels six and seven display residual magnetic field intensity (after subtracting a model field) for the same two perpendicular directions as the electric field. The bottom two line plots are the y and z components of the IMF as measured by tric field along the direction of the magnetic field has been assumed to be zero, and the two perpendicular components in the eastward and equatorward directions have been calculated. (This assumption is consistent with other spacecraft [Bonnell et al., 1999] .) The magnetic field direction makes an angle of -23 0 with the spacecraft spin-plane at the time of this cusp cross-ing. Linear scales for the electric and magnetic field data are shown on the right hand side of the bottom six panels, and are in units of mV/m and nT, respectively. The electric field in the fourth (eastward) panel fluctuates about -10 mV/m outside of the cusp, but begins to gain amplitude going into the high-latitude end of the dispersion feature at about 13:00. The field peaks to -225 mV/m at the poleward edge of the ion feature at 13:16.5. After this, it increases steadily to 200 mV/m at the equatorward end of the feature (13:28), and afterwards settles to 0. The equatorward (north, in this case) pointing perpendicular electric field in the fifth panel begins at a potential of 100 mV/m before dropping by 250 mV/m at the poleward edge of the V. It then returns to its original value of 100 mV/m in the center before plunging to -300 mV/m at the far edge of the feature. It then settles to approximately zero as well. The electric field is V shaped about the centerline and does not reverse direction along the line of the satellite track, which is approximately in the north/south direction (i.e., the equatorward electric field always shows a negative deflection from its equilibrium value). The integrated potential is on the order of 50-70 kV. This does not represent the maximum, as we do not cross the maximum contours. This is consistent with Crooker's idea of a concentrated electric field in the throat. The detrended (delta) magnetic field data are shown on the fourth and third from the bottom panels of Figure 8 for the same two directions as the electric field data. The upper (eastward) component goes from 600 nT before the V, down to -150 nT at the end, revealing a significant current system in that one limited region. Northward data in the lower (equatorward) panel also shows a net drop of about 200 nT over the feature, although the trend is much less obvious in this case. The bottom two panels contain line plots of the GSM y and z components of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field, as measured by IMP-8 outside of the bowshock. These values have not been time-shifted, however, they are representative of the delayed values for this pass (weakly southward and strongly duskward). The top three panels of Figure 8 contain values proportional to the square root of the wave power for the electric (top panel) and magnetic (second and third panels) fields. The vertical axis is in hertz and the color bar indicates the log of the intensity. The data for the magnetic field fluctuations are calculated by an FFT from the detrended magnetometer data perpendicular to the main field in the eastward (second panel) and equatorward (third panel) directions in nT/Hz0.5. The square root of the electric field wave power is calculated in the same manner, and is shown at the top of Figure 8 with a color bar in units of log mV/m Hz-0.5. The sonograms show frequencies up to 8 Hz, calculated with a four second sliding window. The time period of the ion feature, from 13:16 to 13:28, coincides with a dramatic increase of over two orders of magnitude in the wave data at all displayed frequencies.
The Magnetic Local Time of the ion V event was about 10:52, and the Invariant Latitude range covered only 0.57 0 , from -69.54 0 to -68.97 0 . The length of the satellite track as it crossed this feature is only 86 km (69 km at 100 km) (only about 10 of the old one-second sweeps), which makes this a very small feature indeed, even in terms of the cusp proper.
2.4. MUNIN DATA MEDUSA-2 particle data from December, 20, 2000, are shown in Figure 9 . The electron sector closest to antiparallel to the field (i.e. particles coming down to the Earth along the field) is shown on top, while the ions from the same look angle are shown on the bottom. The satellite was near apogee at 1,826 km heading poleward over the south polar region. The structure in this case begins at 21:10:44 UT at the equatorward edge of the cusp dispersion pattern with an initial peak in the ions of about 2 keV. The ion energy quickly falls after this to about 500 eV before quickly spiking back to nearly 2 keV about two seconds after the first peak. The feature stands out as usual in the electron data, although the intensification at the edges is hard to see due to the strong electron fluxes throughout this pass. This very small feature is visible due to the relatively high sample rate of MEDUSA-2 of two complete sweeps per second for ions and 4 sweeps per second for electrons. Similar instruments with sample rates of 1 or more seconds would not be able to resolve such a small feature.
The feature took place over an Invariant Latitude range of 0.08řcentered at -82.98. The Magnetic Local Time was in the afternoon sector centered at 13.38 hours. The size of the feature along the satellite track was an astonishing 12 km (8 km at 100 km), by far the smallest such feature yet seen in the data. The IMF during this time, as measured by the ACE spacecraft, was weakly northward and strongly duskward. Since the cusp wedge is expected to narrow for northward IMF, this size is consistent with theory.
UARS DATA
HEPS data presented here (Figure 10 , lower two spectrograms) are electrons from one of the near-zenith pointing detectors, and protons from one of the LEP detectors. The MEPS data here (upper two spectrograms) are electrons and ions from the detector that has a look direction of 36.6 0 with respect to the spacecraft zenith [Winningham et al., 1993] . The time resolution is 2 seconds for MEPS, and 4 and 8 seconds for HEPS electrons and protons, respectively. Data from a 1991 cusp pass are presented in Figure 10 . The data were taken on November 9th, while UARS was heading poleward at an altitude of about 600 km. The feature of interest is located in the afternoon (13:30) sector in MLT and about -67 0 IL. A V-shaped feature can be distinguished which lasts about 40 seconds in the MEPS ion data (second panel). It begins at 05:40:40 at about 2 keV, decreases to 500 eV in the center (05:40:56) and increases back to 2 keV at 05:41:17. In contrast to many of the other examples, no ions are seen poleward of the V structure. The MEPS electron data (top panel) over this same time period shows enhancements centered at about 40 eV at the beginning and end, with a strong flux of 100 eV electrons throughout the event. Notice the softening of the electrons at the ends, where the density is the highest. HEPS high-energy particle data (lower two spectrograms) also shows significant enhancements at the edges of the feature at all energies up to the max plotted of about 300 keV. Equatorward of the feature, both electrons and ions show very large fluxes. This indicates that the particles are trapped on closed field lines. From 05:40:26 to 05:40:43, the HEPS electrons Figure 10 . UARS data from November, 9, 1991. The top two spectrograms are medium energy electrons and ions, while the lower two are high energy electrons and ions. The upper line plot is the integrated square root of magnetic wave power, while the lower line plot is magnetic field perpendicular to the spacecraft.
(second from the bottom) fall off steadily, corresponding to the beginning of the MEPS ion feature. There is also a significant increase of electrons at the poleward edge of the feature at 05:41:16, which are peaked at or below the low-energy cutoff of 40 keV. The LEP protons (bottom panel) decrease at the onset of the feature in a similar way to the HEPS electrons, and also show an increase at all energies at the opposite end (05:41:16).
The By magnetic field (line plot in third from top panel of Figure 10 ), which is fairly constant before and after the feature, is very disturbed during the period from 40:40 to 41:17, increasing sharply and then decreasing steadily during this time period, with a sharp rise at the end. This implies field-aligned currents directed upwards at the edges and downwards in the center. The square root of magnetic wave power data is integrated from 0 to 100 Hz and labeled AC/Bx (the scale is on the right of the second panel). The integrated line plot increases by over an order of magnitude to 100 nT at the onset of the ion feature, dips down to about 40 near the center at 05:41:01, and then peaks again at 80 nT at the end of the structure before returning to low (under 10 nT) values. The invariant latitude covered during this time, though, is only 1.2 0 , which is about 143 km in the north/south direction or 127 km projected to 100 km altitude. This pass, however, had a significant east/west velocity component also, which gives an orbital distance of almost 280 km (248 km at 100 km), mostly in MLT. This is at the high end of sizes for this type of feature at low altitudes, a factor of 3 larger than the Astrid-2 feature, but still at the very bottom of the range of normal cusp sizes. The IMP-8 satellite measured the IMF at this time to be weakly southward and very strongly duskward.
CLUSTER DATA
Data from a recent mid-altitude cusp pass of the four Cluster spacecraft are shown in Figures 11 to 14 . The data were taken during a poleward pass over the northern cusp at a geocentric distance of about 5.4 Re (distances range for the four Cluster spacecraft in order from 5.63 at Cluster-1 to 5.3 at Cluster-4). The invariant latitude for all spacecraft at the cusp passage was about 78ř (75ř at the low-altitude footprint) and the MLT was just after 1400 (at all altitudes). This is consistent with an afternoon-shifted cusp, which is expected from the dominant IMF +By seen by ACE at this time (with the appropriate propagation delay from ACE to Cluster). Figure 11 is a view of all four spacecraft, two panels each. The time axis is common to all spacecraft. Graphs are RAPID >30 keV ions (black) and a detrended magnetic field (red) in the upper plots, and STAFF wave power (spectra) and plasma pressure from the PEACE electrons (red) in the lower plots. A time shift indicating when each successive spacecraft was at approximately the same given field line is indicated by the blue vertical bars. This location was set for the lead spacecraft Cluster-4 at the time the internal magnetospheric ions drop off (black line in panel 7). Times when the invariant latitude and magnetic local times of the other spacecraft most closely matched those of the Cluster-4 time were subsequently marked (panels 1, 3, and 5). These marks agree remarkably well with the other internal source ion cutoffs. The periods of enhanced wave power and dB correspond to the periods of intensified medium energy ions and electrons shown below. Figure 12 shows a view from the Orbit Visualization Tool (OVT) of the four satellite tracks from 9:30 to 10:30 UT as projected into the x-z GSE plane. The actual tracks fall nearly in this plane, and are separated almost exclusively by altitude. The spacecraft markers (and associated field lines) Figure 11 . Cluster data from August, 16, 2001 . Each pair of panels corresponds to one of the four spacecraft, ordered 1 to 4 from top to bottom. Line plots on panels 1,3,5, and 7, are high energy ions (black) from RAPID and delta B (red). Spectrograms are wave power from STAFF data, while line plots over the spectrograms are electron pressure.
are for the times listed next to each marker, which correspond approximately to the times of the blue vertical bars of Figure 11 . The positions agree with the equatorward edge of the model cusp used in the OVT software (T87).
Figures 13 and 14 show ion and electron spectra at 0ř, 90ř, and 180ř pitch angles for spacecraft 1 and 3, respectively. CIS/HIA (ion) data is unavailable for 2 and 4, however, the PEACE electron data (not shown) suggest that the morphology of the plasma at Cluster-2 is similar to 1, while the plasma at Cluster-4 is much like 3. The data in Figure 14 (Cluster-3) shows a signature consistent with the previous low altitude cases. At the equatorward edge of the cusp, the downward (0( pitch angle) ion flux intensifies at about 1 keV at 10:15:30, then drops to about 300 eV in the center at 10:17:30 before returning to over 800 eV at 10:20. The electrons also show a morphology similar to the low-altitude data, with large enhancements at the edges of the feature and elevated fluxes in between. In Figure 13 (Cluster-1) however, the dominant flow direction of the plasma changes directions many times as seen in the peak fluxes of the parallel and anti-parallel panels (first and fourth). These reversals are also seen in the moments data (not shown). This disrupts the cusp feature under study, although some properties such as its size and energy range remain intact. The magnetic wave properties at this spacecraft also indicate fully developed turbulence as seen in the external cusp (turbulent boundary layer) region. Comparing the available data at all spacecraft and ordering by their similarities to the low-altitude V cusp crossings or the high-altitude turbulent cusp crossings, the order is the same as the spacecraft altitudes, with Cluster-4 being the most similar to low altitude data and Cluster-1 the most similar to high altitude data. Cluster-4 is also the only one to show the high-energy ion cutoff at the beginning of the feature, as the low altitude crossings show. This is despite the fact that three of the spacecraft (1, 2 and 4) traverse this feature at approximately the same time, while Cluster 3 follows about a half hour later. This would imply that the differences in the plasma characteristics are due more to the spatial separation in altitude rather than in the timing of the crossings (see satellite tracks in Figure 4) . The cusp feature crossings are all of similar size, averaging about 1170 km across, which corresponds to a 100 km footprint of 98 km. 
Statistical Survey
In order to understand this unique feature in more detail, and its correlation with factors such as the interplanetary magnetic field, a statistical survey was undertaken. The survey produced a set of time-tagged cusp passes for 4 of the DMSP satellites (F8, F9, F10, and F11) and Astrid-2, with the time-delayed IMF given as a clock-angle sector. This allowed a large number of passes (>3,700) to be evaluated quickly, taking into account the prevailing IMF for the pass. The primary goal of this survey is to determine the consistency of the V feature and to correlate it with position and IMF. Also, a rough frequency estimate may be made, keeping in mind that the feature and the satellite tracks are both very limited, and so will not necessarily intersect even when all other conditions are favorable.
Although this study of a large number of cusp passes highlighted the almost infinite variety of particle signatures that may be encountered, for this study it was necessary to limit the scope of the survey to finding those events that clearly show the defined "V" morphology. From initial observations and theoretical considerations, we expect to see these distinctive features at the equatorward end of cusp passes, and depending on the cut angle and IMF orientation, a narrow V shape in the down-going ions at around 1 to 2 keV in energy and a scale-size on the order of 100 km. Since the size, location, and orientation of the cusp for a given set of IMF conditions is not known a priori, the relative orientation of the satellite track through the feature tends to obscure and complicate the identification of many of the passes. For example, for a given wedge cusp configuration (pure +By in Figure 15a or pure -By in Figure 15b ) a satellite passing through the cusp may or may not cross both sides of the wedge and therefore will not always have the expected V morphology. In both images of Figure 15 , the green satellite track would see a V, while the red satellite track would not. This orbital track bias does have an effect on the statistical analysis, as described in the results section. The apparent continuum of V sizes in the data studied also tends to blur the distinction between the small cusp signature of interest here and larger-scale V's, which are discussed in more detail in the discussion section. For our purposes, however, we have chosen a maximum size of 300 km for the V's, corresponding to a 40 second passage for the DMSP and Astrid-2 satellites, which have similar low-altitude circular orbits (800 km and 1000 km respectively). The majority, however, are below 100 km (about 10 seconds) in width.
SETUP AND PARAMETERS
The first step in the survey was to build a database of cusp passes for the satellites to be studied. The satellites were chosen due to the large amount of data to work from (in the case of the DMSP satellites), and their favorable orbits and instrument suites. Although the cusp is quite limited in spatial extent for a given low-altitude pass, it moves around significantly, so a fairly large "cusp box" had to be defined in the north and south in order to catch the majority of candidate passes. The boxes were defined as being between 10:30 and 13:30 in MLT, and for the northern (southern) box, an Invariant Latitude of between 60( and 80( (-60( and -80() . The entry and exit times of each passage through the boxes were compiled without regard to IMF direction.
Once the cusp crossing times had been compiled, each time was used to calculate a time-shift for IMF data taken by the IMP-8 satellite (when available). This time shift was subsequently used to calculate an average IMF for each pass, which was converted into one of 8 clock angle sectors in the GSM y-z plane. Once all of these data had been collected, the crossing times were used to create spectrogram images for each cusp crossing. The filenames were time tagged with the beginning time, and included codes for which hemisphere the spacecraft was in, as well as the IMF clock angle during the pass. These image files were then manually sorted by content. First, a list of "successful" cusp passes were compiled, success being defined as having a clear cusp signature in the ion and electron spectrogram data. Next, possibly relevant passes were noted for closer examination. A more detailed look was then taken of the candidate passes so that they could be correctly categorized. This process was repeated for all of the satellites examined, and the results compiled together.
SURVEY RESULTS
After examining over 3,700 cusp passes from the Astrid-2 and four DMSP satellites, it became clear that these small-scale V's are not equally likely at all orientations of the IMF. Figure 16 is a histogram of occurrences vs. the eight IMF bins showing the combined data for all of the satellites in the study. The number of observed passes from each satellite has been weighted relative to the percentage of passes occurring during each of the eight IMF clock angles. This general morphology occurs, however, within each individual satellite data set both weighted and unweighted. This robust statistical trend clearly shows a preference for strong IMF By, with a lesser preference towards southward IMF. It is interesting to note that the data also shows a strong preference for duskward over dawnward IMF, the duskward peak being 2.4 times the dawnward peak value. This is probably due to the available angles with which the various spacecraft passed through the cusp region. In the orbits used in the study, the angle between the satellite tracks and noon MLT is such that in the north, a wedge pointing duskward (for duskward IMF) would be traversed more perpendicularly, while a dawnward pointing wedge would be crossed less perpendicularly, making the double signature visible less often (as in the black tracks of Figure 15) . A similar argument holds for the southern hemisphere, keeping in mind that in the south the wedge moves in the direction opposite the IMF, rather than with it. A "V" signature is expected only if the spacecraft crossed both arms of the wedge. Given the traversal direction of the passes, this is much more likely for dusk-pointing fields than dawn-pointing fields.
Overall, some sort of cusp was seen in the particle data for about 40% of the passes studied. Of those, about 10% contained a V signature. This is a very reasonable percentage for a persistent feature with an average size of about 0.75 0 in Invariant Latitude and only 0.28 hours of Magnetic Local Time (at the cut angles available in this study). The uneven sampling of the box by the satellites used in the study limits the conclusions that can be drawn about its overall movements within the box, but clearly it moves around a great deal and its shape and position is strongly influenced by the IMF out at the magnetopause. The picture that emerges from this statistical survey is of a consistently present limited region within the cusp that is governed by the IMF direction and tends to stretch longitudinally with increasing By, making it more likely to be encountered by polar-orbiting satellites.
Discussion
We have presented data from several different satellites, instruments and altitudes, representing various sensor types and technologies. The fact that the narrow "V" feature is consistent throughout all of the data sets indicate that it is not a characteristic of the instruments taking the data, and must be considered to be a real structure. Also, the fact that the energetic particle and field instruments see a feature at the same time with a comparable scale-size also points to it being something physical. The feature is also persistent, as the statistical survey of Astrid-2 and DMSP data has shown. Figure 16 . Histogram of weighted "V" Occurences vs. IMF clock angle. A strong duskward and weaker dawnward peak can be seen as expected. Reiff et al. [1977] discuss convective dispersion, an injection model they called for northward IMF "diffusive injection," which assumes an energy dependence on the rate of diffusion from a central "injection field line." This results in an energy dispersion in which the highest energy particles are towards the edges of the cusp (since they can random walk farther from their injection point than the lower energy particles). Later works [Reiff et al., 1980; Burch et al., 1980; Woch and Lundin, 1992; Weiss et al., 1995] confirmed that these features are seen, usually during northward IMF conditions, and offered other explanations for these "large scale V's." Possible explanations such as tail reconnection, changes in the IMF Bz, and lobe reconnection have been offered. The features presented here, however, are of a scale size much smaller than the large V dispersion features studied by these authors, and appear to be very localized to the equatorward edge of the precipitating particle region. For this work, we have defined 300 km to be the break over scale size (at low altitudes) between the two types of features. It is clear that in the complex 3-D geometry of the cusp there are multiple ways to cut through in order to create a V in the ion spectrograms, so this distinction should be viewed simply as one more step towards fully parsing the features of the cusp into understandable components. It should also be noted that while the large-scale V's have been found to occur predominantly during northward IMF conditions, the small V's have been shown here to have a minimum at that orientation. While some characteristics and possible causes of these two structures no doubt overlap, we believe that they are not equivalent.
The scale size, plasma characteristics, shape and location of this feature are all consistent with the Crooker model of the narrow wedge cusp presented in the introduction. This wedge cusp can be defined in terms of the magnetopause current layer, which contains the outermost layer of magnetic field lines of the magnetosphere. This very thin layer is also the site of the interconnection between the Earth's geomagnetic field and the interplanetary field and produces other interesting processes, not all of which are understood. The low-altitude regions to which these outermost field lines map are the magnetic cusps (ie. defined by field geometry rather than particle population), which we believe are associated with this small sub-region of the particle-defined cusp, called the "true cusp" by Keith et al. [2001] . Thus, this "true cusp" can represent a unique window into the large-scale workings of the magnetosphere and the magnetopause current layer. The primary difference between this definition and that of the cusp proper, is that the particles are expected to be more energetic, reflecting the populations accelerated through non-MHD processes in the magnetopause current layer and seen in in situ measurements [Gosling et al., 1986; Song et al., 1990] and simulations [Nakamura and Scholer, 2000] . Newell and Meng [1991] noted a spatially distinct region of accelerated plasma at the equatorward edge of the cusp very similar to these observations, although with a less favorable geometry for seeing the structure clearly. They also argue against temporal variations as a cause, due to the fact that the accelerated region is always at the equatorward edge of the cusp. It is also possible for drifting energetic particles to become temporarily trapped in the outer cusp region from low latitudes [Sheldon et al., 1998; Delcourt and Sauvaud, 1999] . Particles with pitch angles initially near 90( drift from the near-tail to the dayside magnetosphere ( Figure 17 , trajectories labeled 1, 2, and 3). Particles along 1, the inner most track, circulate in a well-behaved (ring-current) manner. The outer most third track reaches the equatorial dusk flank. Particles following the second (center) track, however, encounter a nonequatorial mirror force in the vicinity of the cusp where they are drawn to high latitudes and can become trapped temporarily. A portion of this population would precipitate around the perimeter of the cusp funnel. Locally penetrating, unaccelerated magnetosheath plasma from the magnetopause boundary layer is also seen near the boundary [Lundin, 1988] and should propagate in the cusp proper to low-altitude poleward and occasionally equatorward of the accelerated plasma population of the true cusp.
Mid-altitude data from Cluster, although preliminary, points to a temporally stable feature with a great deal of structure at the transition region between the turbulence-dominated exterior cusp region described by Savin and the more stable, Crooker-like wedge cusp seen at lower altitudes. The correlation of the data between the four Cluster spacecraft is most easily ex- Figure 17 . Equatorial ring current particles drift from the plasma sheet to the dayside magnetopause region and are deflected into a cusp-orbiting trajectory. From here they may be lost along the edges of the cusp to low altitudes. (from Delcourt and Sauvaud,1999) plained by their varying altitudes, even though the spacecraft were relatively close. The lower satellites looked more similar to the Crooker cusp, while the higher ones contained characteristics found in the Savin exterior cusp. This observation must be followed by others to help establish the existence of such a transition region at mid altitudes.
A survey of over 3,700 cusp passes taken from five different satellite platforms confirms the strong preference of IMF direction expected from the Crooker model of the cusp. The movements of the cusp and the angle through which it is traversed by the spacecraft all impact the shape of the spectrogram that is seen, however, the evidence points to a cusp that swings from side to side with the IMF and is very limited in size. The evidence from the survey is, therefore, supportive of the existence of a true cusp region in the form of a wedge that responds to the Interplanetary Magnetic Field by rotating and extending in Magnetic Local Time.
Conclusions
A small-scale feature has been presented that has been shown to be consistent with the wedge cusp of Crooker and with the turbulent exterior cusp. The location and energization of these features fits our expectation of a mapping of the magnetopause current layer, which has been previously reported in Keith et al. [2001] . It is hoped that as more high-resolution, low-and mid-altitude data becomes available, new information about the cusp and the associated particle entry processes may be derived.
Although certainly more work is needed in order to fully understand this unique feature, it is clear from these initial investigations that a window to the larger workings of the magnetosphere exists at low-altitudes, perhaps even more so than previously thought [Newell and Meng, 1995] . The data studied indicate a unique feature in the cusp, distinct from the remaining cusp precipitation, which we believe to be the low altitude mapping of the magnetopause current layer, i.e. the true cusp. As more detailed work is conducted, it is hoped that this model may be integrated to a further degree with the overall mainstream picture of the cusp and its dynamics.
The data presented are consistent with a measurable low altitude image of the magnetopause current layer. These field lines are those on which ions are accelerated above magnetosheath energies and which form the classical magnetic cusp (i.e., not a plasma cusp). The mapping topology at low and mid altitudes appears to "swing" with By as expected from the Crooker model and has a concentrated electric field as predicted. The wave data are also consistent with the observations of a turbulent, noisy magnetopause in the ELF/ULF region. Energetic particles seen at the edges of the V feature are consistent with drifting particles that see a non-equatorial mirror force [Sheldon et al., 1998; Delcourt and Sauvaud, 1999] near the magnetopause and drift up into the magnetic cusp where they circulate and can be lost. The transition region from the turbulent exterior cusp has been sampled by the set of Cluster spacecraft, indicating a continuum between the morphologies seen at high altitudes, and those seen at low altitudes.
Future work will focus on understanding in greater detail the connections between the IMF, magnetopause current layer and the cusp. This includes the addition of new data; especially from the Cluster mission, which has already begun to revolutionize our understanding of these regions. Recent DMSP data can hopefully be used along with Cluster to study concurrent midand low-altitude passages. It is hoped that this work may lead to a consensus on particle entry methods and the relationship of the magnetopause current layer to the cusp.
Appendix
The earliest observations presented are from the High Altitude Plasma Instrument (HAPI) and the Low Altitude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) on the DE-1 and -2 satellites. HAPI use 5 parabolic electrostatic analyzers at fixed viewing angles ofś 45(,ś 12(, and 0 ( relative to the spin axis [Burch et al., 1981] . LAPI consisted of 15 parabolic electrostatic analyzers covering 180 0 for ions and electrons from 5 eV to 32 keV and two Geiger-Mueller (GM) counters that measure > 35 keV electrons at 0 0 and 90 0 pitch angles relative to the magnetic field. The spectrometers took one 32-step spectrum each second from each sensor [Winningham et al., 1981] .
The U.S. Air Force's SSJ/4 particle instruments on the DMSP satellites comprise the highest volume of data studied, thanks to multiple satellite platforms covering many years of operations. SSJ/4 is a set of four cylindrical electrostatic analyzers, two sensors each (high and low energies) for both electrons and ions. Together they cover an energy range from 30 eV to 30 keV, completing a spectrum once per second. The DMSP satellites are nonspinning, and the SSJ/4 detectors are mounted such that they are always pointed radially outwards from the Earth. Near the northern (southern) polar cusp, this zenith direction will be close to the (anti)parallel field direction. Further information about the DMSP program and the SSJ/4 instruments can be found in Hardy et al. [1984] .
Data is also presented from the MEDUSA-1 and -2 instruments flown aboard the Swedish Astrid-2 and Munin spacecraft, respectively. The Miniaturized Electrostatic DUal-top-hat Spherical Analyzer (MEDUSA) was first flown aboard the Swedish Astrid-2 microsatellite [Marklund, 2001] . The instrument is composed of two spherical top-hat analyzers placed top-to-top with a common 360 0 field of view. Each detector is divided into 16 azimuthal sectors of 22.5 0 , with an elevation acceptance of about 5 0 . They have an energy per charge range of about 1 eV to 20 keV for electrons and positive ions. A second, almost identical unit, MEDUSA-2, was flown aboard the Munin nanosatellite. The Munin spacecraft was locked to the Earth's magnetic field such that the 16 MEDUSA-2 input sectors looked in constant pitch angle directions. MEDUSA-1 has a sample rate for ions of 8 sweeps per second, 16 sweeps per second for electrons. The sample rates for MEDUSA-2 are one quarter those of MEDUSA-1 due to telemetry limitations. More information on the MEDUSA instruments can be found in Keith [1999] and Norberg et al. [2001] . Astrid-2 also had a fields experiment named Electric and Magnetic field Measurements for Astrid-2 (EMMA). EMMA [Blomberg, 2001] measures two spin-plane components of the electric field and all three components of magnetic field.
The HEPS instrument on the UARS satellite studies high-energy electrons and ions (from 30 keV to 5 MeV and 150 MeV, respectively) and consists of four electron/proton detectors, two electron detectors, and two Low Energy Proton (LEP) detectors. The MEPS spectrometer is made up of eight parabolic plate electrostatic analyzers and looks at electrons and ions in the 1 eV to 32 keV range. Each detector is situated on the spacecraft to have a different look direction angle with respect to the spacecraft [Winningham et al., 1993] .
Recent Cluster data completes the list. Particle detection for this mission is spread over several experiments on each spacecraft. We will be primarily interested in electron data from the Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) and ion data from the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) experiment. PEACE consists of two sensors with hemispherical electrostatic analyzers, each with a 180( field of view radially outwards and perpendicular to the spin plane. Together, the sensors cover an energy range from 0.6 eV up to 26 keV over twelve polar sectors. CIS also consists of two sensors, one with ion mass resolution and the other without. Both have spherical electrostatic energy analyzers, the mass resolving instrument CODIF covers four ion species from 2 eV to 40 keV/charge, while the non-mass-resolving unit HIA has an energy range from 5 eV to 32 keV. Each instrument is divided into two 180( fields of view tangential to the spin axis with different sensitivities. The high sensitivity sides face spinward and cover all polar angles, while the low sensitivity sides face anti-spinward. Detailed information on all of the instruments for the Cluster mission can be found in Escoubet et al., 1997. 
